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Abstract
We present a code to compute the oscillatory cuspoid canonical integrals and their
 rst order partial derivatives The algorithm is based on the method of Connor
and Curtis JPhysA   	 
 in which the integration path along
the real axis is replaced by a more convenient contour in the complex plane ren
dering the oscillatory integrand more amenable to numerical quadrature Our code
is a modern implementation of this method presented in a modular fashion as a
Fortran  module containing the relevant subroutines The code is robust with
the novel feature that the algorithm implements an adaptive contour procedure
choosing contours that avoid the violent oscillatory and exponential natures of the
integrand and modifying its choice as necessary In many cases the subroutines are
ecient and provide results of high accuracy Plots and results for the Pearcey and
swallowtail cuspoid integrals given in previous articles are reproduced and veri ed
Our subroutines signi cantly extend the range of application of this earlier work
PROGRAM SUMMARY
Title of package cuspint
Catalogue identier      
Program obtainable from CPC Program Library Queens University of Belfast N
Ireland
Preprint submitted to Elsevier Preprint    February  
Computers on which the program has been tested Sun Sparc SGI Indy SGI Chal
lenge
Operating systems or monitors under which the program has been tested Unix
Programming language used Fortran 
Distribution format uuencoded compressed tar  le
Program Library subprograms used NAG Program Library subroutine DAKF	
or QUADPACK Program Library subroutine DQAG and dependencies	
Keywords cuspoid oscillatory integrals Pearcey canonical integral swallowtail canon
ical integral adaptive contour numerical quadrature
Nature of physical problem The theoretical treatment of short wavelength scattering
phenomena often involves the uniform asymptotic evaluation of oscillating integrals
with several coalescing saddle points An important practical problem then is the
numerical evaluation of the cuspoid canonical integrals and their  rst order partial
derivatives
Method of solution A robust Fortran  code has been developed in which the
integration path along the real axis is replaced by a contour in the complex plane
one which is more suitable for a numerical quadrature  Results for the cusp and
swallowtail canonical integrals are presented
Typical running time The code takes a few seconds on a Sun Sparc Ultra  Worksta
tion to compute the cusp Pearcey	 canonical integral P x y	 and its derivatives
P x y	x and P x y	y on the grid x      	   and y     	  
see Section 
Unusual features of the program The code has the novel feature that the algorithm
implements an adaptive contour procedure which chooses contours that avoid the
violent oscillatory and exponential natures of the integrand Modi cations to the
contour are made by exploiting the powerful error reporting facilities of subroutine
DAKF in the NAG Program Library or subroutine DQAG and dependencies in
the QUADPACK Program Library
Reference
 JNL Connor PR Curtis A method for the numerical evaluation of the oscil
latory integrals associated with the cuspoid catastrophes application to Pearceys
integral and its derivatives J Phys A   	 

 
LONG WRITE UP
 Introduction
Asymptotic techniques play an important role in the theory of many short
wavelength scattering phenomena For example in the scattering of acoustic
electromagnetic geophysical and water waves as well as the collisions of atoms
molecules and nuclear ions see eg  which give many references to earlier
research
Many of these theories involve the uniform asymptotic evaluation of oscillating
integrals with several coalescing saddle points  	 An important prac

tical problem is then the numerical evaluation of certain canonical integrals
Of particular interest are the cuspoid canonical integrals 
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with u and the a
k
real and n an integer greater than   The existence of the
C
n
a and their partial derivatives   obtained by dierentiating under the
integral sign is guaranteed by a theorem of Hardy 
The name of the C
n
a integral derives from the fact that f
n
a u is a
miniversal unfolding of a cuspoid singularity also called an A
n 
singular

ity see  For n   the integral is the well
characterised Airy integral
or fold canonical integral in the language of catastrophe theory For n  	 we
have the Pearcey integral or cusp canonical integral The rst practical ap

plication of the uniform asymptotic Pearcey approximation was to the theory
of cusped rainbows in elastic He

Ne scattering  see also  The case
n   is the swallowtail canonical integral which represents the limit in most
works to date The rst applications of the uniform asymptotic swallowtail
approximation were to the calculation of product vibrational distributions in

the H  F

 HF  F chemical laser reaction   and to the asymptotics of
the buttery canonical integral  
The purpose of the present paper is to describe an ecient numerical method
for the evaluation of C
n
a and its derivatives and to present a code that im

plements this method Observe that the integrand of equation  is innitely
oscillating along the real axis rendering direct numerical evaluation impos

sible Several numerical methods and their merits to overcome this problem
have been discussed in a survey article by one of us  and in an article on
the uniform asymptotic swallowtail approximation   In summary there is
 rst a contour integral method that is ecient gives high
accuracy results
and is relatively easy to implement on a computer This method applies to
C
n
a and its partial derivatives and can be generalised to other types of
oscillatory integrals such as the hyperbolic umbilic canonical integral   A
second method derives a set of dierential equations to which C
n
a is a solu

tion and then solves these equations numerically    	 This method has
several advantages the derivatives are obtained automatically at the same
time as C
n
a In addition a step
by
step numerical technique for solving the
dierential equations provides an ecient way of generating grids for use in
plotting Its disadvantages include derivation of the dierential equations and
their initial conditions is non
trivial the method is dicult to implement on a
computer especially if one wants a subroutine to handle the case of general n
for certain values of a the independent solutions of the dierential equations
are exponentially increasing thereby limiting the accuracy to which C
n
a
can be calculated Finally we mention a third method the use of series rep

resentations for C
n
a These are important since they converge for all values
of a and are a useful aid for checking results from new code They can be
used when the values of the coecients a
k
are small but in general are too
inecient for large a
k
values Previous work and experience suggests that the
contour method is the most practical
There has long been a need for robust ecient subroutines to calculate the
cuspoid canonical integrals and their derivatives Indeed one of us JNLC is
often asked about the programs developed in his earlier work These programs
which were developed in the early s represented a signicant achievement
for the computation of C
n
a However they are no longer available and it is
clear that a modern implementation which extends the functionality of the
older subroutines is essential
The code presented in this paper is an extension of the contour integral
method In particular it implements an adaptive contour algorithm that makes
the calculation more robust It is written in a modular fashion using Fortran
 It should be noted that integration along complex contours does not g

ure prominently in treatises on numerical integration    as a method for
handling innitely oscillating integrals However we shall demonstrate that
	
exploiting complex integration paths is easy to implement and capable of high
accuracy see also  
We next explain our choice of program library quadrature subroutines As will
be shown in Section   it is not possible to completely avoid the oscillatory na

ture of the integrand Rather we choose a contour that provides a compromise
between the violent oscillatory and exponential natures of the integrand in
the complex u plane Since we wish to provide an ecient and high
precision
code it is desirable to use specialist quadrature subroutines specically suited
to oscillating non
singular integrands To this end we have written two ver

sions of the code in Fortran  and the user must choose the more suitable
implementation The rst version uses the subroutine DAKF present in the
NAG Program Library   the second version uses the subroutine DQAG
and dependencies present in the publicly available QUADPACK Program Li

brary  The subroutine DAKF which is based on DQAG is an adaptive
integrator especially suited to oscillating non
singular integrands over a nite
interval It uses the Gauss  point and Kronrod  point rules with a global
acceptance criterion as dened by Malcolm and Simpson 	 A further ad

vantage is that these subroutines have powerful error detection facilities Our
algorithm acts on errors returned by the quadrature subroutines modifying
the contour of integration accordingly which results in the adaptive contour
algorithm mentioned above
The contour integral method is explained in Section   whilst our implemen

tation of it is described in Section  The specications of the computer codes
in our package are given in Section 	 Test inputs and outputs are discussed
in Section 
 Contour Integral Method
We rst present a summary of the method described in reference  We
begin by writing equation  in the form
C
n
a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Z
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expif
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Denote these integrals by I

n
a and I

n
a respectively In general we have
to consider I

n
a and I

n
a separately but for n an even integer it is only
necessary to consider an integral of the type I

n
a Now replace the contours
of integration the positive real axis as follows For I

n
a we use the ray
from  to expi n while for I

n
a the ray from  to exp 
n
i n
is employed These changes do not eect the values of the integrals This is

because each integrand is entire and an application of Cauchys Theorem shows
that we can replace the original contours along the real axis by the above rays
together with arcs from  exp 
n
i n to  Then by an application of
Jordans Lemma the contributions to the integrals from the arcs at innity
vanish and may be ignored
Let u

n
t and u

n
t denote the natural parametrisations of the above rays
u

n
t  expi nt and u

n
t  exp 
n
i nt Observe that on substi

tuting u  u

n
t into if
n
a u and u  u

n
t into if
n
a u the leading term
of each becomes  t
n
 Hence the integrands of I

n
a are now exponentially
decreasing as exp t
n
 for t making numerical evaluation feasible
We will need explicit expressions for these integrands so we present them
here We have
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The bound
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Fig  Contours used for the numerical evaluation of I

n
a	
together with the asymptotic behaviour h

n
a t  t
n
for t   suggests
that a numerical approximation to the I

n
a should be possible
However as observed in  there is still a problem For certain values of
the coecients a
k
 the h

n
a t can possess large oscillations in principle they
have up to n real roots which are magnied further by the exponential func

tions Thus the integrands may behave in a violent exponential manner before
the leading terms in the exponents  t
n
in both cases become dominant This
problem should not be underestimated it turns out to be as great an obstruc

tion to the accurate numerical evaluation of the integrals as are the innite
oscillations along the real axis
To solve this problem we make a compromise in our choice of contours In
particular we replace the rays by three contours C

 
 C


and C


 Thus the
C

 
proceed from the origin along the real axis to breakpoints R


 The con

tours C


are typically straight lines alternatively arcs can be used from R


to the points R


expi n where the   sign in the exponential applies
when n is an odd integer this convention will be used from now on The
contours C


continue along the original rays going from R


expi n to
 expi n This is shown for the  case in Figure  The problem now
reduces to choosing suitable values for the breakpoints R


 The choices are
discussed fully in Section  but the basic idea is to choose the R


large enough
so that if t  R


then the dominant terms in h

n
a t are t
n
and the inte

grands are well behaved along the C


 For example if U


are upper bounds
on the sets of real roots of h

n
a t then if t  U


we have h

n
a t   and
exp h

n
a t  
The trade o with this new choice of contours is that along C

 
the integrands
are oscillatory this being the main obstruction to the accurate numerical eval

uation of the I

n
a at the outset However with suitable choices for the R



the high
quality quadrature subroutines now available provide ecient and
accurate approximations to the I

n
a We require choices for R


which en

sure that the integrands are moderately well behaved along all six possible
contours or failing that a scheme for modifying the R


 The latter is possible
owing to the robust error detection facilities in the quadrature subroutines
that we use

 Algorithm for the Numerical Evaluation of the Cuspoid Integrals
Here we present our implementation of the contour integral method described
in Section  
 Adaptive Contour Method
We choose the R


to be upper bounds for the positive real roots of the polyno

mials h

n
a t  t as given by the Cauchy bound described in Section  
Note that t   is always a root of the h

n
a t t This not only ensures that
the h

n
a t are well
behaved along the C


 but it provides us with specic
bounds for the corresponding integrals Thus if t  R


then h

n
a t  t so
that exp h

n
a t  exp t Given some M

 R


 the errors in approx

imating the integrals along the innite rays C


by integrals along  nite rays
from R


expi n to M

expi n are given by
 
Z
M
 
exp h

n
a t dt 
 
Z
M
 
exp t dt  exp M

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
Given an error tolerance T  we next set
M

 maxR


   lnT  
Then ifM

   lnT  it is necessary to perform a quadrature for the integrals
along C


from R


expi n to M

expi n whereas if M

 R



the integrals along C


are negligible relative to the error tolerance Figure 
shows a typical location of M

expi n for the  case
Choosing large values for R


ensures that the integrands along C


are well

behaved or even negligibly small A disadvantage is that these large values
make the evaluation of the integrals along C

 
more dicult To mitigate
this problem we can cut the corner and break away from the real axis at
points R

closer to the origin thereby restricting the range of the violent
oscillations for C

 
 In particular we use straight line segments from R

to
R


expi n in place of C


 these contours are labelled C


and are illus

trated in Figure  for the  case
We now summarise our adaptive contour algorithm for the calculation of the
integrals I

n
a An iterative process is used which modies the choice of R

depending on the success or otherwise of the quadratures along C

 
and C



The iterates of R

are chosen to lie in intervals R

inf
  R

sup
 which are also

rened narrowed during the iteration resulting in a sequence of values for
R

which converge to and ideally attain suitable breakpoints More precisely
for each integral I

n
a and I

n
a the following algorithm is carried out For
simplicity we describe the  case the   case is essentially the same in fact
the code deals with the real and imaginary parts separately although this
technicality is not important to the present discussion
a Initialise the iteration setting R

 R


and R

inf
  R

sup
    R



b The following steps are then repeated a predened number of times the
default is  until the calculation succeeds or an error condition arises typi

cally this occurs before the default is attained
 Calculate the integrals along the contours C

 
and C


using the current
value of R


 If the quadrature along C

 
fails the problem lies with the oscillatory nature
of the integrand along this contour and R

should be iterated towards
R

inf
 Thus rst check to see if the quadrature along C


has also failed
as one cannot then calculate the next value for R

in the iteration and
return an error if necessary Otherwise dene the next iterate for the interval
R

inf
  R

sup
 to be R

inf
  R

 that is set R

sup
 R

 where  denotes the
assignment operator After this assignment we dene the next iterate for
R

via R

 R

inf
R

 
 If the quadrature along C


fails the problem lies with the exponential
nature of the integrand along this contour and R

should be iterated toward
R

sup
 Thus replace R

inf
  R

sup
 by R

  R

sup
 by setting R

inf
 R

 After
this assignment we set R

 R

R

sup
 
 If neither quadrature fails then an exit is made from the loop
c Finally the integral along the truncated contour C


is calculated The
quadrature subroutines should perform this computation without any prob

lems However as a safety check their error return ags must be examined
Problems may arise if the user requests unreasonable error tolerances for ex

ample More specically if R


 M

then calculate the integral along C


and return an error message if unsuccessful Otherwise if R


 M

 the
integral is negligible for the required error tolerance and may be ignored
Technical Note in the program code the above algorithm is carried out us

ing an internal subroutine named calculate I which is called four times
by its host cuspint e with each call calculating a component I

n
a More
specically the four components are given by a choice of   type and
realimaginary part this being indicated by the arguments present in the
call A full breakdown of the calculation giving the values of these compo

nents of I

n
a along each of the six optimised contours C

 
 C


and C


 is
returned

Each of the twelve quadratures gives results whose sum yields an approxima

tion Q to the actual integral C
n
a The adaptive contour subroutine returns
Q a bound for the absolute error jC
n
a  Qj and an error ag to report on
the success or otherwise of the calculation If required the subroutine also
returns results from the individual quadratures their error bounds and error
ags the Cauchy bounds R


 and the values for R

produced in the iteration
 Error Bounds and Tolerances
The error tolerance    and the choice of error bound absolute or relative
may be specied by the user in the calling sequence The defaults are  


and absolute error Suppose Q denotes the numerical approximation to
C
n
a then we have the following
 absolute case jC
n
a Qj  
 relative case jC
n
a Qj  jC
n
aj
where j  j denotes the modulus of a complex number
Our algorithm cannot guarantee but in practice usually achieves the following
accuracy for the two cases
 Absolute Error Case
Errors are introduced during the twelve quadratures needed to calculate I

n
a
specically the calculation of the real and imaginary parts of I

n
a along the
six contours C

 
 C


and C


 Denote the real and imaginary parts of these
errors by 
j
 
r
j
 i
i
j
 where j          Errors are also introduced by
truncating the innite contours C


for I

n
a let the two corresponding errors
be denoted 

 
these represent complex numbers Then the total absolute
error in the approximation is given by






	
X
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X
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j j
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j j

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j  
For simplicity we insist that each of the terms on the right hand side of rela

tion   is less than   thus ensuring that the total absolute error is less
than  For the rst twelve error terms this entails calling each quadrature sub

routine with an absolute error tolerance of   The remaining two terms are
dealt with by setting the upper limits of integrationM

 maxR


   ln 
in equation 

Finally if 
r
j
and 
i
j
denote the corresponding estimates for the absolute
errors as returned by the twelve quadrature subroutines under normal cir

cumstances these are bounds then a bound for the absolute error jC
n
a Qj
is
	
X
j 

r
j

	
X
j 

i
j
 exp M

  exp M

 
 Relative Error Case
It is a simple exercise with inequalities to show that one cannot guarantee a
total relative error by enforcing relative errors on the individual components
of the calculation in contrast to the absolute case Instead our algorithm
assumes that jC
n
a   QQj is a good approximation to the relative error
jC
n
a QC
n
aj it then attempts to calculate an approximation Q satis

fying
jC
n
a Qj  jQj 	
We start with   on the right hand side of criterion 	 That is since
no initial approximation Q is available we assume an absolute tolerance of
  to begin the iteration observe that the left hand side of relation 	 is
the absolute error Next having calculated an approximation Q using our
algorithm with this absolute error tolerance we check to see if the relative
error criterion 	 holds Note that we obtain a bound for the absolute error
jC
n
a   Qj from the bounds returned from the quadrature subroutines as
described above If the criterion fails then a new approximationQ is calculated
from the current value Q
cur
 using an absolute error tolerance of jQ
cur
j This
is repeated until the criterion 	 is satised or the maximum number of
iterations as specied by an optional argument has been performed the
default for the number of iterations is 
 Remarks on the Adaptive Contour Algorithm
 We calculate the upper bounds R


by applying the following proposition
sometimes called the Cauchy Bound  p   item   to h

n
a t  t
Proposition Let pX  X
n
 a
n 
X
n 
    a
 
X  a

be a monic poly
nomial with real coecients and let 	 be a real root of p Let i
 
       i
r
be the
indices of those a
i
which are negative Then
	  max

  rja
i
 
j
 
ni
 
       rja
i
r
j
 
ni
r



Note that t   is always a root of h

n
a t t Our use of this proposition and
the initial choices R

 R


 are backed up by numerical experiments proving
to be both ecient and satisfactory for normal usage Indeed for the simpler
test cases described in Section  the initial choices R

 R


are sucient for
a successful computation the iterative procedure to rene the choices of the
R

is only needed for more extreme examples
  In order to handle more dicult cases we allow the user to specify the ini

tial choices for the intervals R

inf
  R

sup
 via the optional arguments r interval p
and r interval m These are arrays each having two elements which locate
the end points R

inf
 R

sup
of the initial intervals their subscripts refer to the
plus and minus cases The initial breakpoints R

are then set equal to
the midpoints of the intervals
However we stress that the default setup works well for normal usage The
user need only override it in extreme cases typically based upon results from
previous calculations which have run into diculties For example the bounds
R


may be too large resulting in bad initial values for R

and needless itera

tions Another scenario occurs when the R


are too large for C

 
and the rst
iterate produces breakpoints R

 R


  for which the exponential behaviour
of an integrand along C


is so extreme that an arithmetic overow occurs
By selecting better initial intervals for the iteration the user can often avoid
such problems
Possible improvements to the subroutine include the implementation of tighter
bounds for the R


or the direct numerical evaluation of the largest real roots
of the h

n
a  t  t using ecient high quality root nders However problems
similar to those just described will eventually arise for extreme values of the
parameter a which again will require some form of user intervention
 Explicit expressions for the real and imaginary parts of the integrands
along each of the six contours are provided by twelve module functions in the
source code Along C

 
 the integrands are obtained from equation 	 and
similarly along C


they are given by equations  and  Along C


 the
simplest approach is to exploit the complex arithmetic built into Fortran 
rather than to derive explicit expressions Thus the straight line contours from
R

to R


expi n are parametrised by u

n
t  R

R


expi n 
R

t for   t   which are then substituted into the integrands of equa

tion 	
	 An extra monomial factor of iu
j
is present in the integrand of equation 
when calculating the derivative C
n
aa
j
because
C
n
a
a
j

 
Z
 
iu
j
expif
n
a u du  j            n    
 
We use the same adaptive contour algorithm to evaluate the derivatives as
employed for C
n
a Indeed the only extension is to include a function that
returns the integrand of C
n
aa
j
 This is accomplished using the functions
described in point  above with an extra ag to indicate whether to return
the integrand of C
n
a or that of one of its derivatives
 In  the R


were usually chosen suciently large in order to make the
integrals along C


negligible In the present work we use possibly smaller
values for R


which ensure only that the integrands are well
behaved We
favour values for R


that are less likely to produce quadrature problems along
the real axis where the integrands are oscillatory even if this means we have
to perform quadratures for the integrals along C


 Note that the integrals
along C


are relatively easy to compute whereas those along C

 
require a
far more intensive computation
 Another computer code for the numerical evaluation of the cuspoid canon

ical integrals and their derivatives has been reported by Lukin et al  see
also  It uses straight
line paths in the complex u plane supplemented by
Taylor series expansions Thus for I

n
a contours with arg u  	n n
	n  n are employed From amongst these contours an optimal one is
chosen using the criterion that the modulus of the integrand does not exceed

	
 A nite quadrature is then performed using Simpsons Rule with the
results being accurate up to the th decimal place This algorithm can be con

sidered a special case of that described in  which allows for many dierent
contours lying in the sector   arg u  n The present adaptive contour
code signicantly extends the range of application of these earlier codes
 Package Specication
The package contains a Fortran  module which provides the relevant
procedures and constants a specication is provided below In addition all
relevant documentation and procedure specications are contained within the
program code and the Fortran  source is fully commented The pack

age also contains driver programs demonstrating usage of the subroutines
Documentation for these programs is provided in the distribution and is not
reproduced in this article Full details may be found in the README le Two
versions of the code are available one using the NAG Program library and the
other using the QUADPACK Program library We provide the specications
for the NAG version below The specications for the QUADPACK version
dier only slightly and may be found in the distribution

 Module Speci cation
The module cuspoid integral provides the following public entities
The subroutine cuspint evaluates a cuspoid integral while the subroutine
cuspint e is an extended version passing back more information The con

stant Rkind species the real kind type to be used in all oating point
declarations The subroutines contain optional arguments which take default
values if not present in the calling sequence The default values for the argu

ments which control issues such as accuracy and workload are available as
the public constants err eps def err abs def lw def liw def r iter def
and rel iter def these apply to the NAG version
The modular programming data hiding paradigm is particularly suitable
for our problem For example explicit expressions for the real and imaginary
parts of an integrand along each of the six contours are required and these
must be specied as module functions as they are passed to the quadrature
subroutines These functions are of no concern to the end
user of the package
and are hidden in the module Similarly the error handling subroutines and
the function which calculates R


are specied by the module as having private
access Since expressions for the integrands contain the external parameters
a  a
 
  a

       a
n
 the module functions dening the real and imaginary
parts of the integrands have a single argument called t which needs to access
the a
i
as global variables in order to evaluate a return value However these
global a
i
are hidden in the module from the end
user Finally we remark
that encapsulation of all the entities in the module also provides the inbuilt
advantages which come with the use of Fortran  modules
 Subroutine Speci cations
The routine cuspint e implements the adaptive contour algorithm described
in Section  whereas the subroutine cuspint is essentially a driver for cus 
pint e The following specications are taken from the documentation which
comes with the package more details can be found there
SUBROUTINE cuspinta deriv result abserr ierror err eps
err abs lw liw r iter rel iter out unit
Arguments and Error Flags
The subroutine cuspint e uses the same arguments as cuspint so for brevity
we refer to the specication given below The arguments err eps err abs
lw liw r iter and rel iter specify the accuracy and workload parameters
	
required by the subroutine Note that these arguments are optional and take
default values if not present in the calling sequence
SUBROUTINE cuspint ea deriv result abserr ierror res cpts
abs cpts ifail cpts r values err eps err abs lw liw r iter
rel iter out unit r interval p r interval m
Arguments
a		 real input
The values of a
 
  a

     at which the cuspoid integral is to be evaluated
The size of this array determines which member of the cuspoid family is
considered Specically if the component of a with largest index is n    
then the unfolding is that of an A
n 
singularity u
n

P
n
k 
aku
k

deriv	 integer input
A key which species whether to return the value of the cuspoid integral
deriv   or its partial derivatives with respect to ak deriv  k where
  k  n   
result	 real output
Returns the real and imaginary parts of C
n
a
abserr	 real output
Returns what will in normal circumstances be an upper bound for the
absolute error jC
n
a Qj
ierror	 integer input
output
On entry this contains a ag which species what action the subroutine
should take if it detects an error On return it contains a ag reporting the
success or otherwise of the calculation See below
res cpts	 real output
Returns the real and imaginary parts of the integrals along the six contours
into which C
n
a is decomposed The rst index of res cpts species the
integral type I

n
a index   and I

n
a index    the second index
species the contour    or  and the third index species the real 
and imaginary   parts
abs cpts	 real output
Returns the corresponding absolute error estimates for the real and imag

inary parts of the integrals along the six contours These are the error es

timates returned by NAG subroutine DAKF for the twelve component
quadratures of the calculation and should be upper bounds see  
ifail cpts	 integer output
Returns the corresponding ifail ags as specied by NAG subroutine DAKF
for the real and imaginary parts of the integrals along the six contours
see  
r values	r iter	 real output
Returns the upper bounds R


and the iterates of R

 The rst index
species the integral type I

n
aI

n
a the second index species the

realimaginary part and the third index species the values of R


index 
 and iterates of R

index  r iter the value   is used to pad out
the array in the entries for unused iterates
The following nine arguments specify the accuracy and workload parameters
required by the subroutine All arguments are optional and take default values
if not present in the calling sequence
err eps	 real optional input
Error tolerance The default value is 


Constraint err eps  smallest possible real of kind Rkind this is given
by the intrinsic function tiny
err abs	 logical optional input
Use absolute error true or relative error false The default is true
lw liw	 integer optional input
Dimensions for the work arrays in NAG subroutine DAKF see   NAG
suggested values lw in the range  to   and liw  lw	 For calcu

lating cuspoid integrals the default values lw   liw    appear to
work well Taking lw larger may help for more extreme cases but in general
this may make the NAG subroutine work harder than is necessary when cal

culating the integrals along C

 
 instead of modifying the breakpoints This
has a detrimental eect on the overall eciency of the subroutine
Constraints liw   lw  	 liw
r iter	 integer optional input
Maximum number of iterations for the breakpoints R

 while adapting the
contours in order to achieve a successful computation The default is 
Constraint r iter  
rel iter	 integer optional input
Maximum number of times C
n
a is calculated while attempting to achieve
the requested relative error bound The default is 
Constraint rel iter  
out unit	 integer optional input
A unit to which the output is written
If this optional argument is present then the current values of the accuracy
and workload variables whether user specied or default are written to the
given output unit If not present then no action is taken This argument is
more likely to be used for debugging or other special purposes rather than
for normal use
Constraint out unit should specify a preconnected unit such as the stan

dard output unit or a unit to which a le has already been connected
The subroutine does not check such a connection is present nor for other
possible problems such as a le having the read only attribute However
a write error is reported to the standard output unit if the subroutine is
unable to write data to the given unit as detected via a non
zero return
value for the IOSTAT variable Note that if one tries to write to a unit

not connected to a le some compilers generate a default le and write the
data to that le
r interval p r interval m	 real optional input
Each of these arguments is an array whose two entries specify the end points
lower upper respectively for the initial intervals of the iteration The ini

tial breakpoint is then taken as the midpoint of this interval If present
r interval p species the interval for the plus I

n
a part of the cal

culation while r interval m applies to the minus I

n
a part of the
calculation It is unnecessary to have separate intervals applying to the real
and imaginary parts the same interval r interval p or r interval m is
used for each case
Defaults   R


 where R


are the upper bounds Note in the default case
the bounds R


are taken as the initial breakpoints R


Constraints
 r interval p  r interval m
r interval p r interval p 
r interval m r interval m 
Error Control Flags
The value of ierror on entry species the action the subroutine takes if it
detects an error All error messages are written to the standard output unit
ierror  	
output error message and terminate execution hard failure
ierror  	
continue execution without outputting error messages returning control
back to the calling program quiet soft failure The error is recorded
only by the non
zero return status of ierror
ierror   	
output error messages and continue execution returning control back to the
calling program noisy soft failure
ierror    	
as   but any error messages created by the NAG subroutine DAKF are
also reported very noisy soft failure
Options  and   suppress the NAG error output whereas options  and
   enforce it Specically the value of the ifail ag used in calls to DAKF
is  and   respectively see the NAG documentation  
Since the subroutine can return useful results even when some type of failure
occurs the recommended choice is to set ierror to   In more extreme cases
where it may be useful to see which of the twelve component quadratures
are causing specic problems the setting    may be more appropriate The
setting  may be used for a large batch of repeated calls to the subroutine

provided the return value of ierror is always examined
NOTE	 for all non zero settings of ierror it is essential for the calling
program to check the return value of ierror and act accordingly
Also if on entry ierror is not assigned one of the above values then an error
message is output and execution is immediately terminated
Error Return Flags
The value of ierror on return indicates the success or otherwise of the calcu

lation If an error occurs in the subroutine then execution is terminated or a
return is made to the calling program as described above The outputresult
arguments will either contain the partial results obtained at that stage of the
calculation or if no such values are available will be assigned default values
usually zero The error is indicated via a non
zero return value for the error
ag together with a warning written to the standard output unit The return
values for ierror indicate the following scenarios
ierror  	
normal successful termination of the subroutine
ierror  	
the maximum number of iterations r iter has been reached while ren

ing the breakpoints R

without the accuracy requirements being achieved
Try relaxing the accuracy requirements err eps increasing the amount
of workspace lwliw or increasing the number of iterations r iter
ierror   	
the quadratures along C


failed The upper bounds R


used for the break

points R

should theoretically prevent this from happening This ag is
included mainly as a safety check If the user species an over
ambitious
absolute or relative error tolerance then this error may occur Likewise if
the absolute tolerance calculated by the routine when attempting to satisfy
a relative error bound is exceptionally small then this andor other errors
may result Refer also to the ierror   case below
ierror  	
the quadratures along C

 
and C


failed simultaneously and the adaptive
contour algorithmwas therefore unable to rene the breakpoint R

and con

tinue This ag is included mainly as a safety check It should not normally
occur for reasonable accuracy requirements and input parameters If it does
then the best option is to relax the accuracy requirements err eps or to
increase the amount of workspace lwliw To succeed the algorithm essen

tially has to avoid extreme exponential behaviour along C


and therefore
must determine a larger breakpoint R

 In doing so it must work harder
to cope with the increased oscillatory behaviour along C

 

ierror  		

the maximum number of calculations of C
n
a rel iter were performed
without the relative accuracy requirements being achieved However all
quadratures were successful and achieved a certain absolute accuracy only
each time the relative accuracy was not reached Try relaxing the accuracy
requirements err eps increasing the amount of workspace lwliw or
increasing the number of iterations rel iter Note that in the absolute
error case this message should not occur However the algorithm still checks
that the absolute error bound which it calculates is within the requested
tolerance and if not then this error ag is returned and indicates a problem
which should be reported to the authors
ierror  	
an absolute error tolerance of zero is required to achieve the relative
error bound that has been requested The subroutine calculates the required
absolute tolerance based on previous approximations to C
n
a and this error
will arise for example if C
n
a has a value of zero Rather than trying to
approximate C
n
a for such an unreasonable absolute error tolerance and
producing numerous errors in the process the subroutine returns this error
ag instead More precisely the subroutine does not check for an absolute
tolerance of zero by which we mean one so small that it is regarded as zero
by the computer Rather it checks for an exceptionally small absolute error
tolerance dened by the principle that the quadrature subroutines should
not be expected to cope given such a tolerance This bound is specied in
the program code by a constant tol inf whose default value is 


The following error ags indicate minor errors such as invalid argument values
ierror  	
on entry deriv   or deriv  n   
ierror  	
on entry err eps   or err eps  tiny the smallest possible real
That is err eps is negative or too small respectively
ierror   	
on entry liw   or lw  	 liw
ierror  	
on entry r iter   or rel iter  
ierror  		
on entry the shape of array r values is incorrect andor not consistent with
the value of r iter whether user specied or default The array r values
should have dimensions   r iter
ierror  	
on entry r interval p   or r interval p  r interval p  and
similarly for r interval m
The following error ags indicate that the subroutine was unable to allocate
the space required by dynamic arrays Under normal circumstances the sizes

of the arrays in question are small and such problems should not occur These
ags are included mainly as a safety check
ierror   	
could not allocate the array a g used to store global copies of the parameters
ai
ierror   	
the driver subroutine cuspint could not allocate the array r values needed
in the call to cuspint e This is actually an error returned by the driver
subroutine and not by the subroutine cuspint e itself it is included here
for convenience
 Test Runs and Examples
This section provides three examples of the use of the cuspint module The
three examples are  a driver program for the Pearcey integral and its two
partial derivatives which outputs a table of values for these three integrals
  gray shaded perspective views of the modulus of the swallowtail integral
calculated using cuspint and  an analysis of more dicult computations
in which the adaptive contour algorithm is employed and examples where
changes to the default are essential for a successful calculation
 Pearcey Integral and its Derivatives
Figure   shows a driver program for the Pearcey integral
P x  y 
 
Z
 
expiu


 xu

 yu du 
and its two rst order partial derivatives
P x  y
x
 i
 
Z
 
u

expiu


 xu

 yu du 
and
P x  y
y
 i
 
Z
 
u expiu


 xu

 yu du 
 
  PROGRAM testrun
 
  Test run program for the cuspoid integral module Tabulates values
  of Pearceys integral Pxy and its two partial derivatives
 
  Form of the integrand expIu	
xu
yu
  Grid x     y    
 
  Data is written to the file testrundat Note this file is created
  by the program  it will return an error if the file already exists
program testrun
use cuspoidintegral
implicit none
  unit used to write output
integer parameter  outunit
realkindRkind  abserr
realkindRkind dimension  apdpxdpy
integer  ixiyderivierror
openunitoutunitfiletestrundatstatusnewactionwrite
writeoutunitPearceys integral Pxy and its derivatives
writeoutunitX
writeoutunitTxTyTRe PxyTIm Pxy 
 T	Re dPdxTIm dPdxTRe dPdyT	Im dPdy
  noninteger doloop variables obsolescent in Fortran 
  use integers and cast to reals before calling cuspint routine
do iy  
do ix  
a  realiyRkind
a  realixRkind
deriv  
ierror  
call cuspintaderivpabserrierror
call errormessage
deriv  
ierror  
call cuspintaderivdpxabserrierror
call errormessage
deriv  
ierror  
call cuspintaderivdpyabserrierror
call errormessage
writeoutunitFF aapdpxdpy
end do
end do
contains
Fig  Driver program to produce a table of values for the real and imaginary parts
of P x y	 P x y	x and P x y	y on the grid x      	   and y   
 	   This program is contained in the  le testrunf Continued over      	
 
  INTERNAL SUBROUTINE errormessage
 
  If cuspint returns an error this routine logs a message in the output
  file accordingly
 
  Note that the value of ierror used in the call to cuspint will also
  cause an error message to be sent to the standard output unit
 
subroutine errormessage
if ierror   then
writeoutunit  error returned
writeoutunit  xyderivierror aaderivierror
end if
end subroutine errormessage
end program testrun
Fig  continued	
The driver program produces the table of values shown in Table  for the
real and imaginary parts of P x  y P x  yx and P x  yy on the grid
x       and y      Note the driver program is contained
in the le testrunf in the package it writes data to the le testrundat
Observe that it is only necessary to consider y   because of the relations
P x  y  P x  y 
P x  y
x

P x  y
x
 
P x  y
y
  
P x  y
y
  
The results in Table  can be compared directly with those in Table  of
reference  which have been used to test other numerical procedures for
the computation of P x  y 	 On making the comparison it is found
that every digit agrees the only exception being a typographical error in 
for the sign of the entry for Re P x  yx at x    y   where
   should read   This error has been corrected in Table  
of 	
As a further check we have also veried the results in Table  using Maple 
on a Sun Sparc Ultra   Workstation The computations took about 	 hours
whereas the corresponding calculations using cuspint on the same computer
took a few seconds
Finally we note that the contour integral method of  has been used to
compute P x  y by Fang et al 	 who study the focussing of surface acoustic
waves by Berry 	  and by Berry and Klein 	 who analyse optical caustics
and by Hanyga and Seredy nska 		 who extend the geometrical theory of
  
Pearceys integral Pxy and its derivatives
x y Re Pxy Im Pxy Re dPdx Im dPdx Re dPdy Im dPdy
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Table 
Real and imaginary parts of P x y	 P x y	x and P x y	y on the grid
x      	   and y     	   as computed by the driver program in
Figure  This data is written to the  le testrundat
diraction to take into account caustics The asymptotics of P x  y have been
investigated by Paris 		 and by Kaminski 	 These authors have also
made a detailed study 	 of the zeroes of P x  y computed by the dierential
equation method    	 that was mentioned in Section 
 
 Swallowtail plot for x  	 here 
Fig  Gray shaded perspective plot of jSx y z	j for x    The numbers on the
caustic section are the number of real stationary phase points in dierent regions
of x y z	 space
 Swallowtail Integral
We have also used cuspint to compute values for the swallowtail integral
dened by
Sx  y  z 
 
Z
 
expiu

 xu

 yu

 zu du   
Figures  show gray shaded perspective views of jSx  y  zj for the xed
values of x  	  and   respectively The grids used in the plots are
      for z and      for y Thus each plot requires
   numerical evaluations of Sx  y  z The plots are symmetric about the
line y   because of the relation
Sx  y  z  S

x  y  z  
Also shown in Figures  are sections of the caustic surface associated with
the swallowtail catastrophe for x  	  and   respectively The caustic
surface is obtained by eliminating real values of u from the equations
u


 xu

  yu z  	
 u

 xu  y  
The caustic is symmetric about y   like jSx  y  zj The numbers on the
caustic sections are the number of real solutions of equations  	 and   ie
the number of real stationary phase points for the exponent in the integrand
of Sx  y  z in dierent regions of x  y  z space The caustic sections act as
skeletons upon which is built the wave esh associated with Sx  y  z
The asymptotics of Sx  y  z near the cusp of the caustic have been studied
by Kaminski 
Our plots for jSx  y  zj agree with those reported earlier in references  
and   which however used a less dense grid where a detailed discussion
of the structure in the plots can be found
 	
 Swallowtail plot for x   here 
Fig  Gray shaded perspective plot of jSx y z	j for x    The numbers on the
caustic section are the number of real stationary phase points in dierent regions
of x y z	 space
 Swallowtail plot for x    here 
Fig  Gray shaded perspective plot of jSx y z	j for x     The numbers on the
caustic section are the number of real stationary phase points in dierent regions
of x y z	 space
 More Dicult Calculations
In this section we consider calculations which are more challenging than those
reported above Our purpose is to demonstrate the way the algorithm adapts
the contours and to give examples where changes to the defaults are essential
for a successful calculation The discussion is illustrative rather than compre

hensive
We consider in the four subsections that follow P x  x and Sx  x  x for in

creasing positive x and for decreasing negative x The calculations were all
performed using the NAG version of cuspint on a Sun Sparc Ultra   Work

station together with the NAG Fortran  compiler We used the defaults
err eps  

 err abs  true lw   liw    r iter   and
rel iter   except where indicated All our results are summarised in Ta

ble   Note that each example is for a speci c component of the calculation
For example for P x  x with x large and positive it is for the Re I



x  x
component Similar considerations may or may not apply to the other com

ponents
The results presented in this section were all obtained using the driver program
cuspint dr supplied with the package
 P x  x for large positive x
Rows a
d in Table   report our results for Re I



x  x First we note that
the default set of contours with a single breakpoint is sucient for x 
	   but for x  	  the adaptive contour algorithm is required As x
increases rows a
c show that the Cauchy bound calculated by the algorithm
see Section   becomes less sharp and the iteration produces breakpoints
R

which decrease monotonically to a value near zero The subroutine returns
an error ierror   maximum number of iterations reached while trying to
obtain a suitable breakpoint for some x between  and  see
row c Of course one could calculate P x  x for x   by increasing
the number of iterations r iter However upon examining the breakpoints
 
Table 
Results from cuspint demonstrating the adaptive contour algorithm and examples
where changing the defaults leads to a successful calculation
row x default ierror iterates of R

or R

Re I



x x	 component of P x x	
a  Yes   
   
b  Yes  
 
   
c 
 Yes  
  
  

d 
 No      
Re I



x x	 component of P x x	
e  Yes      
f 
 Yes  
 
   
g  Yes      
h  No      
i  No      
Re I


x x x	 component of Sx x x	
j  Yes      
k 
 Yes  
  
  
l 
 No      
Re I


x x x	 component of Sx x x	
m  Yes  
    
n 
 Yes    
  

o 
 Yes      

p 
 No  
    
in row c a more sensible approach is to override the default initial interval
for R

by specifying r interval m     and row d shows that the
calculation can now be done Note that adapting the contours is essential
for the success of this calculation For x   the integrand along C


exhibits extremely violent exponential behaviour which is concentrated very
close to the origin Thus if one blindly chooses r interval m     then
this choice of initial breakpoint R

  positions the C


contour right in
the middle of the extreme exponential region and the program aborts with a
oating point overow exception
 
 P x  x for large negative x
Rows e 
 i of Table   show results obtained during the calculation of Re I



x  x
Observe that as x becomes more negative the iteration produces a spiralling
sequence of breakpoints R

 For x      and the second iterate R

 	
row g of Table   shows that the subroutine returns an error ierror  
quadrature failed along the C

 
and C


contours unable to rene the break

point For this example the subroutine returns a result of the order of 
 
with an absolute error estimate of 

 which indicates just how badly
behaved is the integrand for this choice of R

 In order for the calculation
to succeed we have to increase the workspace parameters so that the NAG
subroutine can perform the quadrature along C

 
 This is achieved by set

ting lw   liw    all other optional arguments are set to their
default values see row h In addition the previous failed calculation in row
g suggests it makes sense to override the default initial interval for R

by try

ing say r interval p     This leads to an immediate success with
R

   see row i Note for x      the default value for R

of 
is sucient Thus if the default interval for R

is overridden it sucient to
specify say r interval m      in cuspint dr
We also remark that as x becomes more negative the need for user inter

vention increases The main problem to avoid is regions where the integrand
becomes highly exponential as these can cause the program to abort with an
arithmetic overow before the algorithm can modify its choice of R

 Thus
based on the results of previous calculations we can help the algorithm per

form a successful computation by specifying initial intervals for the R


 Sx  x  x for large positive x
Rows j
l of Table   display our results for the Re I


x  x  x component of
Sx  x  x for large positive x We nd a similar situation to the Pearcey case
in rows a
c with the sequence of breakpoints R

decreasing monotonically to a
value near zero An error is nally returned ierror   for some x between
 and  However row l shows that specifying r interval m 
    leads to a successful computation for x  
 Sx  x  x for large negative x
Our results for the Re I


x  x  x component of Sx  x  x are reported in rows
m
p of Table   As x becomes more negative the iteration produces a spi

ralling sequence of breakpoints R

 similar to the Pearcey case in rows e and f
At x    the maximum number of iterations is reached resulting in an er

ror ierror   However row p shows that setting r interval p    
enables the computation to be done successfully
 
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